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ferentiation.

It is

is

the

method

of dif-

a process of concentrating the forces of existence

done through the process of self-preservation. This prinWithout it there would
is means only, not an end.
be stagnation, but the individual organism does not exist for its
own sake. Nature's aim is higher, broader, richer life. The end

which

is

ciple of selfism

of individual existence

is

the

common

good, the general well-be-

and here is where the law of ethics and the obligations of reIndividual self-interest and enligion bear upon social problems.
terprise only furnish the rough materials for the meliorations
ing,

which mark the progress of the higher

civilization.
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THE MARRIAGE PROBLEM.
BY

E. D.

COPE, PH.

D.

Love are the two subjects on which
most difficult to think or to speak rationally,
or without prejudice.
This is, because the personal
interests which both involve, are of a sentimental or
emotional nature; secondly, because the facts necessary to the understanding of both questions, are
difficult to obtain.
Sooner or later experience throws
much light on the nature of the passion that expresses
Religion and

it

is

itself in

marriage, but unfortunately for the inexperi-

15,

i!

not strong, certainly form a minority of the human
race.
This is likely to remain the case, since people
of cold temperament do not, in the long run, propagate
their kind so rapidly, as do others. Of the strength of
the passion in both sexes every person of experience
is fully aware.
Two instances of recent occurrence

may be

cited.

A woman

was examined, in New York,
who had gouged out
of passion. She perjured her-

as a witness against her husband,

both of her eyes in fits
self in court by saying, that her shocking condition
was due to accident, and was not the fault of the man
I

enced, such knowledge

seldom
available for their use, so that correct thinking on the
subject has not advanced with the same rapidity as
has been the case with many other questions. The
for various reasons

that to-day our civilization

fact

is,

still

imperfect, and, in

little

is

my opinion,

better than barbaric.

is,

in

in this direction,

many

localities is

barbarism of thought

Ti.is

be seen at both ends of the social scale; in the
conventionally orderly, as well as in the socially deis

to

But

praved.

in the

former class

due, rather, to

is

it

thoughtlessness, while in the latter class

human institutions rest on a basis of natural
They owe their existence, as well as their limitaunavoidable material conditions.

ing the problem of marriage,

I

natural conditions which define

it.

demands, as a necessary condition, that he shall dismiss and discard the lady who attended him, who was
his wife except in the absence of the necessary legal

This Sullivan refused to do, preferring
him) risk of eternal perdition, rather,
than turn away, even for a few hours, the woman he
authorization.

to take the (to

loved.

The

evolutionist sees in the intersexual passion a

will
I

In consider-

state

first

the

then discuss

will

An analysis of the
nature of this physiological necessity can only be
entered into here very superficially. In non-sexual
in the function of reproduction.

animals, at the bottom of the scale, the division of one
individual into two, has been perhaps a simple rupture,

owing

sideration of the future of the institution.

Wherever

THE FOUNDATION

OF M.ARRIAGE.

F.A.CTS

some

In discussing this, as well as other aspects of the
I

must

first

I

state

many

things which are

ask the indulgence of

for the sake of completeness.
in

I

my

readers,

common knowledge,

will also observe, that

order to reach rational conclusions on the subject

it is

necessary that unreasoning prejudices must be

both sexes, even what one might call
good prejudices, such as gallantry on the part of the
man, and conventional reasons for action on the part

laid aside bj'

of the

woman.

Of course, the given factor
existence of intersexual love.
different races

in the
Its

subject

is

the

strength differs in

and families; but people,

in

whom

it is

to the

continuity,

strain
I.

if

him the Roman
The priest

Catholic sacrament of extreme unction.

the vario.us methods of carrying it into effect adopted
by mankind. This part will be followed by a con-

subject,

the point of

mental outgrowth of the physical necessities involved

All

tions, to

pugilist, lying at

death, receives a priest to administer to

has various

it

causes.

law.

John L. Sullivan, the

incapacity of protoplasm to retain its
a certain bulk has been reached.
there is consciousness, the accompanying
after

would occasion pain, and the animal would use
throw off the superfluous part of its sub-

effort to

stance, the result being a feeling of relief.
With advancing complexity of organization this process, like
all

others,

would become

specialized,

and certain

cells

only would be discharged as supernumerary and unnecessary to the functions of other parts.
Thus
reproduction early became a form of relief from a

growing body or bodies which occasioned pain or discomfort while present. The origin of the male sex is
as yet a total mystery; but the burden of reproduction

came to be shared by him also, and it became necessary that he also should obtain relief from discomfort
and pain by throwing off parts of his organism.
Whatever might have been the cause

of the origin

THE OPKN COURT.

i3o8
male

of a

sex, its result

is

well understood.

Repro-

determining the survival of men. Love
men and women to good deeds and to
good and useful lives; and as a stimulus to the mental
faculties it has been second only in importance to the
effective in

duction by two sexes doubles the influences of heredity, and gives the offspring twice as many chances for
variation in structure as is possible in reproduction by

has stimulated

free from the
and duties of maternity, has always had
opportunity for more varied pursuits, and more conHe has been
tinuous muscular and mental activity.
the hunter and the fighter in primitive society, and in
civilization the organizer and the builder of machines,
Some womof houses, and of governmental systems.
en imagine that all these things might have been done
by women if they had only been permitted, or had
had opportunity to do so, etc. But it is nature that
has deprived them of the opportunity, and women's
disabilities in these directions are not of human, but

brute force of the struggle for the necessaries of

one

The male, moreover, being

sex.

disabilities

of natural origin.

The mutual
other

is

service rendered by the sexes to each

so great that the origin of their mutual interest

Development
has not rendered these services any the
is

readily accounted for.

but

it

plane.

of the

mind

less effective,

has extended the mutual interest to a higher
The affection which many of the lower animals

display toward each other, as well as to

men who

give

them pleasure, is greatly increased in the social relation
of men by recognition of the mystery which surrounds
it.

The continued devotion

of the sexes to separate

functions in the social organism has been followed by
their better adaptation to those functions

and their

increasingly greater difference of structural characters.

Thus the sexes have become more and more useful,
and more and more interesting, to each other. This
diversity has distinctly increased among civilized men,
as appears from the

measurements

the body, notably of the skeleton,

of various parts of

made by Broca, and

others.

The

intersex interest has an especial and important

influence on

animals,

human mental evolution.

is lazy,

unless stimulated by

Man, like other
some urgent ne-

Hunger furnishes the usual goad, but man
cessity.
has had much time on his hands for occupation other
than the obtaining of food. In the process of carrying out his various schemes of possession, of control,

and of the conquest of nature in different directions,
he has naturally come into frequent collision with his
fellows.
In all times, both ancient and modern, men
have been rivals and antagonists in all fields. The
stimulus to human development from this source has
been compulsory. Men have either grown great under it, or have weakened and died. The struggle for
existence is real, and the survivors are "fit" for

—

something.

The

relations of the sexes furnish the re-

So long as each sex has maintained its natural relations to the other, life has been
worth living, and other kinds of fitness have been

lief

to this picture.

and

life

power.
In order to retain the important influence of the
sex-interest on human development, it is necessary
for

that the sexes should retain their special characteristics
to maintain the highest degree of mutual
This result will be largely attained by natural
processes; for a people, in whom the sexes should not
easily co-operate, would be likely to diminish in popBut, though
ulation, or become absorbed by others.
nature may not be absolutely defeated, she may be so

and endeavor
utility.

perverted and misused, as to cause a great deal of suf-*
fering to men.
And this has occurred in many cases
in the
just

But

marriage relation.

what

in order to

understand

we may

practicable in this direction,

is

take

a glance at the natural characteristics of the sexes.

must be remembered,

It

that in the attempt to general-

from such a vast number of instances, one can
only give averages, and cannot consider exceptions.
In brief, the struggle with nature has given the
ize,

man

superior muscular strength and superior
Both have been forced upon him, the
first by exertion, the second by experience. Necessity
has also compelled him to undergo labor of body and
of mind for long continued periods, so that his powers
Knowing the
of endurance have been cultivated.
danger of physical conflict with his kind, he has
learned to exercise a certain control of his manners and

male

of

rationality.

As regards women,

their maternal instinct
have cultivated their affections
rather than their rational faculties. Their occupations,
although often laborious, have been generally less severe than those of men; hence results their inferior
muscular strength, which is from two-thirds to onehalf that of a man of the same race and condition.
Their affectional nature has led women to cultivate
the aesthetic and to excel in the adornment of their
For natural reasons they
persons, and their homes.
have become more cleanly than man, more refined,

language.

and the care

of children

and more attentive to small matters. The general
effect of the preponderance of the emotional element
in

mind

the female

is

to

render

it

more

liable to the

temporary loss of the coordinate action of its parts,
than in the man. This fact is illustrated in the greater
ease with which women fall into tears, syncope, hysteria,

On

etc.

the other hand,

women

learn

many

things with great facility, and are quite as skillful in
the use of language as men.

The

relative peculiarities of the sexes in

somewhat

in

deficient in

different races.

some

men differ

The male Chinaman

of the external

marks

is

of his sex (as

THE OREK COURT.
may be that his mind has a similar
But when men resemble the women of
in character, we can anticipate that the

beard, etc.), and
peculiarity.

higher races

women

will

resemble grown up children.

some

ble that in

than

it

races

women

the case elsewhere; but

is

evidence

The

is

are

such be the

if

possi-

It is

mdre masculine
fact,

the

not yet accessible.
is,

that the male

of the species man possesses the qualities which give
him control over the female, both in body and mind;
and through his control of nature which comes of energy directed by persistent intelligence, woman is
It is sometimes said that
changed this relation, and that the posmoney and machinery places woman on an

completely at his mercy.
civilization has

session of

man in the matter of force. In particusuch results would follow the conditions referred to, but the general relation cannot be much affected.
Mone}' is the representative of organized labor, and it is the male whose labor is most valuable,
and it is he who controls and organizes labor. Machinery is purchased by money, and mostly requires
strength and precision in its use, so that here also the
preeminence of man remains. The number of women
equality with

lar cases

who

are the architects of considerable fortunes

very

is

small.

But

woman

This

of civilized peoples give

is

She

not a hard one.

man, and when she makes the

is

the position of

so necessary to the

effort,

so pleasing to

is

so

the case that the ordinary

woman

a preference

many

matters of every-day occurrence, which is an
expression of a strong sentiment of especial considerin

That

ation.

men has

this position of

vantage

esteem of

in the

not arisen from the exercise of physical or

preponderating intellectual force

women,

is

on the part of

a self-evident proposition.
II.

SYSTEMS OF MARRIAGE.

between men and
which they
rarely attempt to analyze, may be accomplished in various ways.
I premise here that the assumption of the
Roman Catholic Church that it is performed for the
sole object of propagation of children, is very wide of
the truth.
This reason is probably uppermost in the
minds of very few persons who marry. And, as a question of fact, the production of children is but one of
several benefits which it confers on mankind, as has
been already stated above.

agreement

Marriage, as an

women

for the satisfaction of a passion

Marriage may be temporary or permanent; it may
(monogamy); one man and
more than one woman (polygamy); or one woman and
more than one man (polyandry); or it may be an undeconsist of one of each sex

fined
in spite of this subordination,

much

famil}'.

customs

of

general result of comparison
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and

and unrestricted relation between

women

(heterogamy). In

human

at all organized, a definite relation

which

the recognition and support of children

Men do

different

men

society which
shall
is

held to be

him, that he makes sure to have her society; and even

necessary.

among

port of the wives and children of other men, and

the lower races he will support her so far as

and

will

Among

the

desires generally to support their children,

protect both from danger and

highest races this sentiment

woman

is

injury.

is

He

necessary to enable him to have her with him.

so developed that the

entirely escapes the responsibility of support

and her children, and thus leads a life that
from most of the strains and anxieties that naturally fall to the lot of the man. Of course the extent
to which women experience this immunity is very various, even in civilized communities.
Thus the specialization of the sexes becomes complete, and their
minds are modified accordingly. This specialization,
it be remembered, is beneficial as an element of evolution, so long as the principle of mutual utility is conserved.
It is of course evident that too great a difference of sex characters would destroy mutual interest;
and this actually occurs in some parts of the world,
where women are secluded, or deprived of the education which is necessary to enable them to be companof herself
is

free

ions of

men

of intelligence.

The generous elements

of the character of the

man

have been developed by the dependence on him of
wife and children; and from a domineering savage he
has grown to repose affection and confidence in his

not take

is

permit

upon themselves the sup-

the fathers of children cannot be determined,

if

their

on the mother. Her own support also in
depends upon herself, and she is forced into
a position in the world like that occupied bp the man,
with the additional burthen of a child, and the disadvantage of inferior strength with which to combat nature.
The fact that woman is the child-bearer, and
that man is not, renders their relation to the marriage contract different.
It also renders heterogamy
and polyandry disastrous to the well-being of women
and children, while polygamy and monogamy preserve
the interests of both. In other words, justice compels
the support of women and children by a man, so long
support

falls

that case

as they are

known

to

be

not be ascertained, he

On

is

his;

but

this obviously just principle

social organizations

when

this fact can-

under no obligation

to

do

so.

the vast majority of

have been erected.

Polyandry

has flourished in a few localities, for limited periods,
while heterogamjr has been generally outlawed, even
among very primitive races. This fact has, however,
not prevented the hetaera from having been a

more

or less conspicuous person in history, and her trade

This

fact

is

most civilized communities.
results from two causes, apart from want of

prosperous to-day

in the

THE OPEN
self-control, and from povert}'. They are, first, the nomadic habits of many men; second, the forced associations imposed by an extreme monogamy. That heterogamy is disastrous to children, and so is inconsistent
with a healthy growth of population is clear enough.
That it is highly injurious to the female mind is not
less certain; and that it becomes finally an insufficient
means of support, is also equally evident. It is an institution which might be largely replaced by better
systems were rational attempts made to do so. In regions where women are in excess and their surplus is
not self-supporting, a voluntary and properly defined
polygamy would be better than the state of affairs
which now exists. I say voluntary polygamy, the ad-

Where

jective of course applying to both sexes.
institution at present exists,

it is

the

usually voluntary on

the part of the man, but not, or but partially so, on
the part of the

who

woman.

This

is

a

wrong

to

woman,

should, to a certain extent, have entire liberty of

choice in the matter of her marriage.
tain extent, for

ceivably, that

it

all

I

say to a cer-

might happen, though almost inconthe women of a given locality, few or

many, might refuse to become mothers. In that case
I suppose the scriptural injunction to "increase and
multiply " would be regarded by many men as sufficient
justification for rape. By others its justification would
stand on the same basis as that for the commission of
murder in self-defense, or the stealing of bread by a
starving man.

The

monogamy

an interesting question that can be but lightly touched on here.
It is easy to understand that among tribes and nations
in the state of war which seems to have characterized
primitive man, the marriage relation would be more or
less unstable.
Out of chaos would originate polyandry, polygamy, and monogamy.
It is said that polyandry was a result of a deficiency of women, in consequence of female infanticide. It has given way almost
everywhere to the other two systems, for the reasons
historical origin of

to

to

the wants of his

{Tobecondudtd.',

FORM AND FORMAL THOUGHT.
I.

KANT'S CRITIQUE OF PURE REASON.
In the introduction to his " Critique of Pure Reason,"

Immanuel Kant proposes

synthetical judgments a

How

the question:

On

possible?

/;-«>;-/

are

the so-

lution of this problem the whole structure of his phil-

osophy

rests,

which he characterizes as Transcendental

Idealism.
'

A

means beforehand,' and its opposite a
means afterwards.' To know something
means to know something before any experi-

priori'

posteriori

a priori

'

'

'

'

When we know

ence thereof has been had.

ebony

specific gravity of

we can

is

that the

greater than that of water,

declare a priori, that ebony will not

but

float,

sink to the bottom (the physical law being also considered known).

periment

We

can even know
The experiment

made.

is

it

before the ex-

will afterwards,

a posteriori, verify our knowledge.

i. e.

This

the general meaning of the terms

is

a priori

'

But Kant uses the words

and a posteriori.'
more limited sense.
'

In Kant's language the term 'experience'

ployed to signify sense-perception.
actly limited to that
tainly

it is

in

'

a

em-

is

not

ex-

meaning throughout, but

cer-

always used

It

in opposition to

is

non-sensory or

mere formal knowledge. That which produces experience, and which as a reality outside of us and independent of our sensation corresponds to sensory impressions, Kant calls 'matter.'
Therefore, we have
knowledge of the existence of matter and its different
properties

'

from experience,

a posteriori,' or

from

i. e.

sense-perception only.

There
is

is

another kind of knowledge, however, which

not sense-knowledge, but formal knowledge. Formal

in-

knowledge can be gained by abstraction. The form of
things, such as globes, cubes, statues, and other bodies,

accumulate property for children, and

in-

can be abstracted from their material

Under polyandry

the

dustry must ever remain at a low ebb.

man
It

is

evident

its abandonment must have been partly due to
the development of a higher regard for women on the
part of men. So, also, the transition from polygamy

that

monogamy may be regarded as certainly due to the
same cause. The development of this interest was
naturally accompanied by its complementary trait,
jealousy, between men.
This increase of the selfinterest on the part of men must have been largely
due to the advance of woman herself, which I very
strongly suspect has ever been the prime factor in
social development towards monogamy.
In this respect woman leads man, not by direct force, as already remarked, but by the exhibition of those
to

which are adapted

attractions

nature.

has no

already given.

ducement

is

COURT.

away

for instance, think

reality.

abstract from their material existence.)

'empty space'; and

this

can abstract,

also,

that

from

place in the world; what
only;

it

is

'

empty

What

called

is

all

in

is

the

mathematics.

processes which take

is left is

time,'

can,

(We

is left is

conception of pure space

postulate of a science

We

We

things in the world.

all

the idea of duration

which these processes

might have taken place. The conception of time, pure
and simple, can be conceived as a progress through
empty units without reference to real phenomena.
Such empty units are called numbers, and by adding
one unit to another, we start a process that is known
Counting is the basis of arithmetic. If,
as counting.
again, we abstract from the substance of our thoughts.

THE ORKN COURT.
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the mere forms of thought remain, which, treated as a

'^fore, no knou'leiige of ours is antecedent to experience,

science, are called formal logic.

••with

It must be remarked in passing that Kant calls
space and time 'pure perceptions' (^rcinc Aiischauini-

ge>i),

while the categories are treated as 'pure con-

ceptions

This distinction
is justifiable for certain purposes, and should not be
slurred over by commentators of Kant's philosoph)'.
However, our present purpose is not to explain or
popularize the Critique of Pure Reason, but to use its
more prominent ideas for propounding our own views
which grew out of a study gf Kant's Transcendentalism.
We may add that every perception, as soon as
it is named and clearly defined, becomes a conception.
Space can be the basis of mathematics, and time of
'

when both have grown

to

be clear con-

Formal knowledge
because, if any truth

is

of

called

these

by Kant a

it

formal

priori,

sciences

They

are the condition of all scientific

investigation; for rigidity

and universality {Nothwen-

digkcit tind Allgemeinheit') in experimental sciences can

be realized only through the assistance of the formal

Astronomy and chemistry, for instance, have
become sciences only by the application of mathematics and arithmetic; and where can any kind of science
sciences.

used in the limited sense by Kant, is
purely formal knowledge, while a posteriori is idenpriori, as

Marks

of a priori truths are, ac-

cording to Kant, absolute rigidity and universality
{Nothwendigkeit und Allgemeinheit).

Kant has been represented as a philosopher who
teaches by his doctrine of the a priori, that man has
innate ideas ready in his consciousness. Pure reason,
he was supposed to believe, wells up in us as some
mysterious power coming from trandescendent and
most probably supernatural regions. This is absolutely
.

unfounded, as can be learned from the very first sentence in the introduction to his "Critique of Pure

Reason"

" be awakened into exercise otherwise than by means of objects
" which affect our senses, and partly of themselves produce repre" sentations, partly rouse our powers of understanding into activity,
" to compare, to connect, or to separate these, and so to convert
'

the

means

"contrary,

all

our knowledge begins with experience,

follows, that all arises out of experience.*
it is

raw material

"objects, which

is

knowledge of
In respect of time, there-

of our sensory impressions into a
called experience?*

* The word
experience is here used in the popular acceptation, being
ak en as the result of sensory impressions fashioned by pure thought.
'

it

by

For, on the

quite possible that our empirical knowledge

is

a

which we receive through impressions, and
that which the faculty of cognition supplies from itself (sensory
"impressions giving merely the occasion), an addition which we
" cannot distinguish from the original element given by sense, till
" long practice has made us attentive to, and skillful in, separating
it.
It IS, therefore, a question which requires close investiga" tion, and is not to be answered at first sight whether there ex" ists a knowledge altogether independent of experience, and even
" of all sensory impressions?
Knowledge of this kind is called a
" priori, in contradistinction to empirical knowledge, which has its

'

'

compound

of that

'

'

'

'

—

experience in so

far

is,

sory experience

in experience."

independent

is

all,

sensory
all

inasmuch as sen-

the beginning of

is

of

we purposely exclude

as

But, after

sensory experience.

all

knowledge, a

posteriori as well as a priori, to that extent formal
is dependent upon sensory experience (as
Kant emphatically declares). Experience is antecedent in time, and from it alone formal knowledge can
not until a certain height of mental
originate, which
will be separated
development has been reached
from the raw material of sensory impressions.
Kant, using the word experience in the limited

knjowledge

—

—

sense of sensory experience, declares that investigamust go beyond experience in order to find the

laws of formal knowledge, or pure thought. He, therefore, called all formal knowledge transcendental, and
speaks of transcendental logic, transcendental dialectranscendental mathematics, and transcendental

tic,

arithmetic.

Transcendental is by no means transcendent.
Transcendent means unknowable, or what transcends
knowledge; transcendental, according to Kant, means
what transcends experience. It is not unknowable,
but, on the contrary, the basis of all knowledge, and
the transcendental sciences treat such subjects as de-

mand (if treated with accuracy) axiomatic certainty.
The mysterious has no place in the realms of the
transcendental.

The question

" That all our kno'otedge begins with expericttce there can be no
" doubt. For how is it possible that the faculty of cognition should

'

" But, though
" no

tion

be found that could dispense with logic?

with experience.

knowledge must be
Kant con-

tinues:

is

will

metic, and logic, possess rigid necessity and absolute
universality.

that formal

Formal knowledge

be known to be true for all possible cases of experience, even before the experiments
have been made. The rules of mathematics, of arithestablished,

tical

show

from sensory experience,

distinguished

" sources a posteriori, that

ceptions.

A

it."

In order to

(j-eine Verstandcsbegriffc).

arithmetic only

but begins

priori possible?

'

'

How
is

are synthetical judgments a

to the

same purpose

as another

question of Kant's, propounded in his Prolegomena,
possible?"
§ 36, where he asks: "How is nature

When

he refers to our concepor can become, the object of science representing the cosmical order of naWe do not now intend to enter into the details
ture.
of the problem, as to how far we agree with the sage

Kant speaks

of nature,

tion of reality, in so far as

it is,

'

»

Here the word

is

used

in the limited sense, as

sensory experience.

THK OPEN
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and how far we do not agree. But
seems necessary to point out the importance of the
problem, on the solution of which the possibility of
scientific knowledge depends.

If a philosopher limits his method to sensory experience alone, he will never attain scientific certainty; he
can never make definite and positive statements, but

of Konigsberg,
it

The

faculty of thinking in abstracio

propose opinions which may be overturned
on the slightest occasion. Such a one-sided empirical, or naturalistic, philosopher would be guilty of the
opposite error of the dogmatist, and while the dogmawill only

called rea-

is

son; and reason (which on earth man alone possesses
by virtue of language) can become the basis of science, if by a critical method fallacies and vagaries of
reason are prevented. Kant says in the introduction
to his " Critique of Pure Reason

must arrive at futile assertions, the emmere opinions must lead directly to skepticism.
As the representative philosopher of skepticism, Kant
mentions David Hume. David Hume does not recognize the difference between formal knowledge and
sensory experience. To him, therefore, all knowledge
consists of single, unconnected threads of knowledge.
On the last two pages of Kant's "Critique of Pure

reason leads at

critique of

last,

naturally and neces-

"sarily, to science; and, on the other hand, the dogmatical use of

"reason without criticism leads to groundless assertions, against
" which others equally specious can always be set, thus ending un" avoidably in skepticism."

The whole book

is

devoted

to this critique.

that pure reason (formal thought)

is

It

ultimatel}'

tist

piricist's

:

"The

COURT.

shows

Reason," we read the following passages:

limited to formal

"We may

truths only and cannot contain revelations as to the

"of enquiry

substantial (the sensory or material) contents of our

This should have been self-evident, but
as a matter of fact, philosophers before and even after
Kant have most confidently asserted much about God
conceptions.

and the world, the human soul, innate ideas, and other
things, while their whole reasoning rested upon unwarranted a priori arguments. Such philosophers Kant
calls dogmatical.
Wolf (1679-1754), who had most
methodically systematized the metaphysical doctrines

divide the methods at present employed in the field

into the naturalistic

'Naturalistic' here
"

common

" that

is

commonlj' called

does

not feel

need

the

of

a

all

critical

Kant continues:

method.
The

scientistic."

sense philosophy," which, repudiating

speculation,

"

and the

means what

naturalist of pure reason lays

common

reason,

it

down

as his principle,

—which he calls

without the aid of science

—

reason, or common sense can give a more satisfactory
" answer to the most important questions of metaphysics than spec" ulation is able to do.
He must maintain, therefore, that we can

"sound

determine the content and circumference of the moon more
" certainly by the naked eye than by the aid of mathematical rea" soning.
But this system is mere misology [contempt of rational
'

'

of his time,

is

the most representative dogmatic phi-

losopher.

we compare our

If

Kant

cognition to building material,

"thought] reduced
'

our transcendental knowledge has been em-

said,

ployed by dogmatical philosophers for erecting a lofty
dome that should reach to Heaven. For this purpose
the " Critique of Pure Reason " has found the materials insufficient.

nition

is

Nevertheless, our transcendental cog-

most valuable; certainly

it

is

airy castles of supernatural systems; but
for its

unfit for the
if

proper purpose, Kant continues, "

it

'

mansion here on earth spacious enough
our purposes and high enough to enable us to
survey the level plain of experience."

'
'

those

who

are naturalists because they

no
it

avail.

Our formal cognitions furnish the
method which will

were, of a synthetic

'Scientistic' denotes here the

The

scientists.

Formal cognition and
sensory experience, therefore, are the warp and woof
of scientific knowledge. The warp as well as the woof,
each by itself, consists of single threads, but in their
combination they will furnish a well-woven fabric.

better,

method

German

original

they are

the

of one-sided

in opposition to

scientific in its usual sense.

e.

i.

lies at

text reads scienti-

which has been coined by Kant

This

method lacks critique; it does not distinguish between formal and sensory (between a priori and a posteriori), and must
scientistic, or

one-sided

scientific,

either undervalue the importance of formal cognition,

by not properly emplo3'ing

it

as a synthetic principle,

by atpower of a supernatural revelation.
Kant continues, and concludes his " Critique of Pure
Reason " as follows:

or overvalue the importance of formal cognition

tributing to

enable us to arrange sensory impressions in comprehensively arranged systems.

know no

'

wissensliaftslich,

of

absurd

means is paraded
As regards

wonderful secret, how we are to find the truth which
" bottom of the well of Democritus."

fisch,

mortar, as

the most

'

suffices for a

would be

is

"certainly not to be blamed.
They follow common sense, with" out parading their ignorance as a method which is to teach us the

for all

Formal cognitions, or conceptions a priori, are of
themselves " empty; " and sensory impressions of
themselves are " blind." If we had only unconnected
sensory impressions, we would be worse off than the
lowest animalcula or even plants, and the materials of
our experience received through our sensory organs

what

all scientific

"as a peculiar method of extending our cognition.

employed
ver}' well

to principles; and,

thing in this doctrine, the neglect of

'

it

the

'As regards those

" have

now

who wish

to pursue a scientistic

method, they

the choice of following either the dogmatical or the

"skeptical, while they are

bound never

to desert

the systematic

mode of procedure. When I mention, in relation to the former,
" the celebrated Wolf, and as regards the latter, David Hume, I
" may leave, in accordance with my present intention, all others
"

" unnamed.

THE OPEN
"The critical path alone is still open. If my reader has
" been kind and patient enough to accompany me on this hith" erto untraveled route, he can now judge whether, if he and oth-

lication of the letter

suits, occupied her powers and engaged her ardent desire for
" knowledge."

(To 6e continued.)

translation

Miiller's

.of

found

is

The name metaphysics

due

is

WORD.
Kant calls every transcendental (or a
ment metaph5'sical, and metaphysics is,
of ethics, for instance,

priori) statein his termi-

is,

so to speak,

may be learned from the editorials in
Nos. 51 and 52 of The Open Court, "Herbert Spencer
on the Ethics of Kant." The metaphysics of natural
formal ethics; as

sciences

is

what Kant

calls

"pure natural science"

The law of Causation
most important truths of pure natural

{Reine Naturwtssensc/iaft.)
is

one

of the

The

science.

and

doctrine of 'Conservation

Energ}',' although

it

of

scope by pure reason only.

And

therefore

to Kant's terminology,

it

its full

would

a metaphysical

The

Other philosophers have used the word metaphysPerhaps misguided by a wrong
etymology or at any rate under the influence of the
literal meaning of the word, they attached to the term
the idea of a science that investigates into that which
lies behind nature.
This unknown something was
considered as the source and origin of natural phenomena. Schopenhauer says:
ics in a different sense.

ml

{-pun/

dt-vripa ^<loao(^ia).

philosophy of principles,

the

is

which in the collection of Aristotelean works had been placed immediately after the
books on physics, and some ingenious commentator
or copyist, unable to find

essays on the

"The books

first

a'

science

proper

title,

-a fitra

ra (pvctm

after the physical (jnes."

behind), and

(after,

jiera

<bvaiKa

inscribed the
liipiia)

(sc.

From

the words

(physical) the term met-

aphysics has been coined, which gave rise to so
errors and

seemed

many

so appropriate and expressive to

dualistic philosophers.

Metaphysics, as employed by Kant,
portant and most valuable study
theoretical basis for

all

is

the most im-

we have.

scientific

It

knowledge.

is

the

Meta-

physics, as a science that should give us information

about the origin of existence

at

large, is

aphj'sics, in the sense of ontology, has

generally

to

metaphysics.

Goethe and Schiller did not misconstrue the tendency of Kant's criticism, when they declared in one of
their Xenions:
" Since Metaphysics of late without heirs to

I

upon which nature somehow is dependent, popularly expressed
what is behind nature and makes nature possible." (Translated
from "Welt ah IVille und Vorstellung" Vol. II. 2d ed. p. 180.)

metaph}'sics has

become popular in the
No wonder that

sense conceived by Schopenhauer.

Comte, from the standpoint of positive philosophy, denounced metaphysics as radically erroneous. Before
he was acquainted with Kant's works, he considered
him as the representative metaphysical philosopher.
Later on when he had read one of Kant's writings, he
acknowledged in a letter to a friend,* that at every

become, since

Kant, untenable ground; and, therefore, Kant has
been commended for having given the coup de grace

Here

understand every pretended cognition
which goes beyond experience and therefore beyond nature or the
given appearance of things in order to give information about that
metaphysics

The term

science,

first

called ontology, or the science of absolute being. Met-

cognition.

'"By

{i^ivmii cjii^oaofa)

must be treated according to ceartain principles (apxai);
therefore it is no independent science.
He calls the
science of these principles the first, and natural sci-

Matter

has been discovered through

the assistance of experience, can be proved in
be, according

Max
Pure

of

treated in a book

nology, the science of pure (or a priori) conceptions.

The metaphysics

repub-

misunderstand-

to a

ing. Aristotle teaches that natural science

ence the second philosoph)'*

METAPHYSICS: THE USE AND MEANING OF THE

"Critique

Kant's

of

A

positivism.

in the preface to

Reason."

—

"
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point Kant showed the spirit

"ers will contribute their exertions towards making this narrow
"foot-path a high-road of thought, that, which many centuries

"have failed to accomplish, may not be executed before the close
"of the present namely, to bring Reason to perfect contentment
"in regard to that which has always, but without permanent re-

COURT.

at the auctioneer's are

Metaphysics,

in the

'

its

fathers

things of themselves

sense of

first

is
'

gathered.
to

be sold."

principles,

would

be a clarification of our most general ideas, which, like
rapproche de

la

philosophic positive

sent, aprts cette lecture, d'autre valeur,

Pour mois je me trouve jusqu'i preque celle d'avoir systematise et arrSt^

conception ebauche par Kant :\ mon insu, ce que je dois surtout :i I'^ducation scientifique: et meme le pas le plus positif et le plus distinct que j'ai fait
aprfes lui, me semble seulement d'avoir decouvert la loi du passage des id^es
humaines par les trois etats theologique, metaphysique, et scientifique, loi qui
me semble etre la base du travail dent Kant a conseille I'execution. Je rends
grace aujourd'hui Ji mon defaut d'erudition car si mon travail, tel qu'il est
maintenant, avait H^ precede chez moi par I'ctude du traite de Kant, il aurait
mes propres yeux beaucoup perdu de sa valeur. Auguste Comte par E. Littr^.
Lettre de Comte it M. d'Eichthal, 10 Dtc. 1824.'
Paris, 1864, p. 154.
We must add, that to our conception Comte was more metaphysical even
than Kant, for he still believed in the Unknowability of what he called " first
and final causes," and considered only " the middle between them " accessible
to cognition. His conception of positivism was to limit science to the positively
knowable; but he did not succeed in entirely freeing his philosophy from mysla

;

;'i

ticism.

* J'ai lu et relu avec un plaisir infini le petit traits de Kant {Ideenzu einer
allgemeinen Gesckichte in weltbiirgerlicher Absicht, IJS4); il est prodigieux
pour r^poque, et meme, si je I'avais connu sis ou sept anb plus tOt, il m'aurait
dpargn^ de la peine. Je suis charm^ que vous I'ayez traduit, il peut tr^s-eflficacement contribuer a preparer les esprits a la philosophie positive. La con'

ception gcnerale ou moins la m^thode y est encore m^taphysique, mais les details montrent :i chaque instant I'esprit positif.
J'avais toujours regard^ Kant
non-seulement comme une trfes-forte t6te. mais comme le m^taphysicien le plus

* a phv
f^vGiKij

av U7]

ol'v p/j

ecri rt^ ertpa ovala Trapa "(if

—

Gvi'ear7/Kvia<;,

ahrj]

7}

TrpoT^pa

Arist. Metaph. v. i.
Titulum vulgatum to //era ra livaiKa non ab ipso esse Aristohis libris inscriptum, adeo est verisimile ut pro certo haberi

KaX (^O.oaoipia -purr).
f

tele

^t'crfi

TTpuTt} i~iG7ii}uy t\ 6*£ari. Ttg oixjia aKivrj-o^,

possit.

Bonitz, ad Arist. Metaph., p.

3.
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iSH
logical theorems, are

most obvious

truths. Schiller oc-

casionally jests about the subject, saying in one place:
"

Metaphysicians know. I'm told,
is hot cannot be cold;
Light is not dark, they'd bet,
And dry things are not wet."

That what

A

statement will contain the less positive kno'wledge, the more it" is generalized. The most general
la'ws, which imply absolute universality, are merely
formal and do not contain any positive knowledge,

however important they may be
orientation, so as to enable us

purpose of
and map out

for the

to locate

our different cognitions according to a systematic
method; and those philosophers who assume an air
of

profound wisdom when speaking about metaphysics

whole library of instructive matter is presented in each number,
and the reader's attention is called to many a useful and interesting
article published in journals which he may rarely have a chance
to meet with.
Table Talk, a monthly magazine, devoted to the needs of
American households, will be welcome to the intelligent housewife
of every home.
Its contents are not entirely given to the pratique
of household economy.
The poetry and ethics of the culinary

world also find their proper representation

What

Table Talk Publishing Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

are satirized by Schiller in the following lines:
"

How deep the world beneath me
My cratt the loftiest of all
me

Lifts
I

the
lies;

tlie

Summer seems rather to carry us back to July than to give
a hint of bleak December and January. It promises many good
things.
Colored prints in each number. Decorative Designs, and

people crawl."

Thus shouts Jean Roofer from his spire,
Thus in his study speaks with weight
Metaphysicus, the learned

That

little

Ffower Studies

House

man, so high, so

well-known passage with great sarcasm.
He satirizes those metaphysicians who are pleased to
veil their language in mystical and contradictory expressions, which either contain trite truisms in the
shape of philosophical conundrums, or must be classed
with hallucinations and other pathological phenomena
of a diseased brain.
Mephistopheles says:
The

nest most important thing to mention,
Metaphysics will claim your attention!

What

fits

that you

A

can clearly explain

not into the

For that which

human

brain

be among the

go into the head,
pompous word will stand you in stead."
Translated by Brooks,

The

due

attention,

present

number contains

manner

He

of thought.

has endeavored to paint the horrors of

war, with such realistic force as to turn men's minds to love of

peace rather than of military glory.

dualism, pure and
complete, without religious mythology. The mythoIt is

have been volatilized in the crucible of
philosophy to vague shadows of a transcendent or
metaphysical something. This something is supposed
to be " the thing of itself," the ultimate x in all philoslogical entities

many

narrow
guards
studies
tried to

He

method and thinks time will justify him. He is now
and is said to be a genial man, with a
hearty laugh, and to speak English well.
There is an interesting
notice of the collection of pictures by George H. Boughton, and
visit

to

this country,

many other articles of interest.
The Art Amateur is a very welcome visitor among young students, and those who are now planning for Christmas gifts might
well consider how pleasantly they would be remembered throughout the year by a subscription for this popular journal.

The Freidenker Almanach

sicism of this kind has been and will more and more be
superseded by Positivism; it is irreconcilable to mo-

of

positive and anti-metaphysical.

for the year 1889 contains valuable

German-American authors.

M. Alfred Binet has recently given
essays entitled,

Doin, Paris).

Problem

of

He

Studies

to the public a collection

in Experimental Psychology

(Octave

has added some interesting remarks upon the

Hypnotism, which may be regarded as supplementary

notes to his work upon Animal Magnetism in the

REVIEWS.

E. D. c.

NOTES.
contributions from prominent

'
'

International

Scientific Series."

Current Literature, the new monthly, is published in New
York. An eclectic magazine of stately size, and including a copious variety of happy selections from current publications, news-

of

papers, and magazines.

interesting historical material,

of the articles are grouped together

under appropriate headings, so as to constitute departments.

has also painted

Resurrection " shows Jesus thrusting his head out of the
opening of an ancient Jewish tomb, while the Roman
frightened by the apparition are running away.
He made
for these pictures in Palestine, and in simple reverence has

ophical problems, and the unknowable, eternal reality
behind the knowable transient phenomena. Metaphy-

Most

He

Scripture scenes with such fidelity to what he conceives to have
been the actual facts in the case, as to shock those who have always
thought of them as supernatural occurrences. For instance, " The

on a

—

is

a sketch of unusual interest of

a Russian painter, Vassili Verestchagin, a philosopher of Tolstoi's

believes in his

Metaphysics, in the sense conceived by Schopenhauer, and combated by Comte, is the last remnant of

nism, which

"The

while

illustrations,

reproduce the picture of these events just as they occurred.

:

will not

theological supernaturalism.

will

contain drawings of interiors and designs for furni-

and Ecclesiastical Embroidery
and Photo Gravure, Etching and China
Painting will not be neglected. The most interesting reading matter will probably be the biographies of artists, both of the American and foreign schools.
will receive

a

There see

will

Amateur Photography,

ture.

great.

Mephistopheles, in Goethe's Faust, treats the sub-

"

"

sire,

That spire, my friend, proud and profound,
of what is 't built; and on what ground?
How came you up? What more is 't worth.
Than to look down upon the earth?

ject in

The Art Amateur for November gives us its programme for
new year, which we know is coming, although the beautiful

Indian

so high, so near the skies

scarce discern

in Table Talk's pages.

mass of sentiment clings to the bare thought of a " Thanksgiving Dinner," even when the discussion is limited to the cold recital of a menul What a mountain of hope and ambition rises in
one, when he reads " How to Live on a Thousand a Year "! We
cheerfully recommend Table Talk to all who, in cultivating the
Sana mens, have deputed to their wives the care of the samim corpus.
a

A

Omitted Chapters of History Disclosed in the Life and Papers
Randolph, by Moncure D. Conway (G. P. Putnam's

Edmund

Sons),

matter.

is

now before

the public.

The Open Court,

and

The work

contains a wealth of

consists chiefly of unpublished

Nos. 52 and

53,

contained an inter-

THE OPEN
upon " The Founding of Our ReFreedom," also taken from unpublished sources.

The examination

teresting article by the author,
ligious

in

Moncure D. Conway's essay "The Spiritualists' Confession,"
The Open Court, deserves a careful perusal. The

No. 63 of

must be attributed

success of the spiritualists

longing of mankind

The

tality.

know something

to

to

the natural

about immor-

positive

old view of a continuance after death in the Utopia

of a supernatural world has

become untenable.

Nevertheless, the

idea of immortality contains an important truth which should be
better understood in order to be fully appreciated.

MY THREE
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continued.

An

antique vase inter-

him of how he had
obtainedit. A Roman woman, of great beautyand commanding figure, had suddenly confronted him and offered it to him with such a distinguished manner, that
he, as he laughingly expressed it, was so surprised by
the unusual demeanor of the woman, and her sonorous
voice, that he paid her more than she asked.
ested the Sovereign by reminding

No
On

FRIENDS.

(ELIZABETH, QUEEN OF ROUMANIA.)

TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN BY MARY MORGAN (gOWAN LEa).

one yet occurred to the Chamberlain.
his way back to his apartments the Sovereign
remained standing in one of the spacious but lonely
halls and asked the Chamberlain, "Has it not occurred to you that Scarletti dresses badly?"

Together H%'ed we on the Rhine
(The Wood, Myself, and Songs of mine).
Companions were we three;
And what we thought, or sung, or dreamed.
We whispered, while the moonlight gleamed,

Low

COURT.

The Chamberlain

dissented, for the actress

men-

tioned was supposed to be in favor.
"

quet.

to the silvery sea.

Yesterday evening she carried an immense bouTo which of our young men is this ungraceful

attention to be ascribed?"
But Fate

called

me

to leave the spot,

my

In foreign lands to build

The East my home must

Again the Chamberlain was astounded.
" As you are disposed to know nothing to-day," continued the Sovereign, in a sharp tone, " I must tell
you that I should be sorry to see the Hereditary Prince
having any intercourse whatever with the ladies of
the theatre. He is not old enough to carry on such
connections with the necessary reserve; and the vanity

cot;

be;

" Alas, good friends, what can we do?
That we should part I sorely rue;
Oh, come along with me!"

They shook

their heads, both

" In old age wandering

But we

No

shall hold thee dear."

sooner

Than from

My

Rhine and Wood;

not good;

is

my new home
its

Songs!

portal

Hark

I

came

of

—

— they are here!

CHAPTER ^.VF— Continued.
After carelessly scanning the

list

of

names

in the

book, the Sovereign despatched the curator
to his attendant:

"

The

exacting?"

now?"

The Chamberlain bethought himself, but no one
occurred to him.
" I should prefer a stranger," continued the Sov-

of the Princess."

ereign.

"

less

That

seen that

will give

it

deserves;

rise to a

I

passing and unem-

He must of course be learned
and have good guarantees of character."
The Chamberlain named several connoiseurs from
other capitals.
The Sovereign looked at him keenly,
and shook his head. " Think it over," he repeated;
" perhaps some one will occUr to you."
barrassed connection.

1

copyrighted.

favor

to

public

continued the Sovereign, bitterly; "you

eyes to

is

bring every

Prince, and that, even if the assumption of his gracious
master was well founded, it could only have been a
passing idea of the Prince that had occasioned this
"Your Highness will be convinced that I would
gift.
not lend a hand to anything of this kind."
"But I do not choose that you should close your

have long
thought of having it made better known and more
useful to men of learning, by a better arrangement
and a good catalogue. It has been one of the little
pleasures of my life; I have learnt much by it, and
it has at times banished annoyances from my mind.
Do you know of any one who would be fitted to undertake the management of a work so important and
collection

will

The Chamberlain affirmed, upon his honor, that he
knew nothing of these civilities of the Hereditary

BY GUSTAV FREVTAG.

upon an errand and began,

ladies

notice."

THE LOST MANUSCRIPT.*

visitors'

these

found,
a sound

it,"

stood in the box behind the Hereditary Prince, and
you must have seen the coquettish look of admiration

which she cast upon him. The present was probably
sent by the new valet; let him know that in my service
one does not carry two faces under one hood. But I
require of you," he continued, more calmly, "that you
should redouble your vigilance.

"He
"And

What

occupies him

attends regularly the small evening parties

in

the day?" added the Sovereign, continu-

ing the examination.

"As your Highness knows, he is fond of music;
he plays duets with the music-master."
"What does he read?"
The Chamberlain named some French books.

"May I be allowed humbly to make a proposal? It
would, in every point of view, be useful to his Highness if he had the pleasure of devising or arranging

THE OPEN COURT.
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something

—perhaps

management

the laying out of a park, or the

of a farm.

I

venture to suggest that a

evening that

Thus did

similar occupation has been found advantageous to

Perhaps one of your
Highness's castles could be adapted for such a pur-

his son.

pose."

that there

ybung princes

"And

the Hereditary Prince and Mr. von

would keep
in

at other courts.

their

own

court,

Weidegg

and remain many months

the year far from ours, at their villa," replied the

Sovereign.

"I assure your Highness that I never thought of
such a thing," answered the Chamberlain, offended.
"I do not blame you," replied the Sovereign, with
"Consideration for my coffers forcutting courtesy.
bids my assenting to your proposal; but I shall think of
It is a disappointment to me that the Prince has
it.
not learned to take an interest in anything during his
Has he had no personal restay at the University.
lations during that time that may have given some
zest to his life?"

"He

took great pleasure in the circle of Profes-

Werner," replied the good Chamberlain, hesita-

sor

tingly.

"I hope he preserves a grateful recollection of his

"He

speaks with great interest of him and his

family," rejoined the Chamberlain.
is

"I

well," concluded the Sovereign.

into consideration

will take

the question of agricultural occu-

pation; and do not forget to think a

my

little

concerning

are

to

be

a father exert himself for the benefit of

The Chamberlain reminded

his lord that

evening

had been a question of an investigation in
the archives of Bielstein, and the sovereign thanked
him for it. The following morning orders were given
through the Council to the keepers of the records and
members of other branches of the Court and State administration, to seek out and send all records of a certain age that had reference to the castle of Bielstein
and monastery of Rossau. This order occasioned a
great raising of dust, and five large leather sacks were
filled with records and old papers. The collection was
sent to the Professor; and in a letter the Sovereign
expressed his thanks for the attentions which the Professor had shown the Hereditar}' Prince.
He added
that, remembering a former conversation, he sent for
his inspection all that, in a cursory search, could be
found concerning a place in which he took an interest.
This letter gave cause for serious consideration
two inquiring minds. When the dubious report of
the student concerning an existing chest had disturbed
the peace of the house, the friends had again turned
their attention to the inventory of the deceased Bachhuber, and had once more pondered over every word
of it; "In a hollow and dry place, loco cavo et sicco."

head turned towards him, like one who waits for
something decisive.
" I do not know that I can propose an}' one better
for the purpose than Professor Werner himself," said
his

the Chamberlain, at

last.

The Sovereign again
fitted for the

"With

stopped.

"You

consider him

work.?"

respect to his scientific capabilities

I

natur-

can form no judgment," replied the Chamberlain,

cautiousl}'.

by

cowardly attempt to draw back,
"Would he undertake such a charge?"
" He has a very distinguished position at the University, and is happily married; and he would, unIrritated

this

the Sovereign asked with emphasis,

doubtedly, not like to leave his present position for
anylength'of time."

"Perhaps that may be arranged," rejoined the
"Werner, then, is the man. At a short
interview I accidentally had with him he made a good
impression on me. Do not forget to remind me this
Sovereign.

The word

place, locus, occasioned

much

thought; but

come to no certainty about it. " Of the house
here the expression
of Bielstein, domus Bielsteyn! "
house, domus, was very remarkable. Did it mean that
they could

—

collection."

This new demand could no longer be withstood by
the Chamberlain; he was silent for some minutes, inwardly struggling, while the Sovereign moved on with

ally

archives at Bielstein

to

teacher."

"It

the

searched."

the manuscript lay concealed in the dwelling house
itself,

or

meaning
for the

was the word house used in the obsolete
The Doctor contended

of estate or property?

dwelling-house, the Professor for the estate.

Much depended upon

this; for if domus signified esmanuscript might be concealed in any part
" I have deposited it all, hcec otrinia
of the property.
deposui!" The word all, omnia, was very comforting;
for it gave the certainty that the deceased Bachhuber
had not left the manuscript behind. But the depositing was a matter of some doubt. Did the word betoken
that the manuscript was deposited only in Bielstein,
and thus given over and entrusted, so to speak,
or had the writer chosen the exto the inhabitants?
pression because he wished to signify the interring
and blocking it up in some deep place? To us laymen in the Latin tongue, it appears clear indeed
that Bachhuber was very glad to have a Latin vocabulary in which to signify the concealment of his treasure;
however, the feeling of the learned men was otherwise.
Finally, the friends agreed in taking the view, that,
in spite of this account; the walls of the house were
worthy of future attention. The hollow places which
tate, the

—

XHK OPEN COURT.
the Doctor had registered might be examined; the
cupboard in the wall in Use's bedroom appeared a
place not to be despised. The Professor, therefore,
determined to obtain some certainty on that point during the next vacation. The business of the Rector had

only allowed a short visit to the castle this time; but

would be aided by his position in the
which opened Use's room and cupboard to

the Professor
family,

him.

was the writing of a deputy-bailiff of the last century,
in which he notified that he was hastening, in those
times of suspense and danger, commanded by high
authority, to convey to the royal country residence.
Solitude, the chestful of hunting implements and old
books which had up to that time been in his custody.
The writer of the letter had undoubtedly not foreseen what an excitement his faded scroll would produce
in a later generation.

August day; the father was riding
about in his fields, and Use sitting with Clara in household consultation, when an uproar was raised in the
kitchen, and the housekeeper, quite beside herself,
It
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was a

" This

fine

rushed into the sitting-room, exclaiming: "There are
ghosts around again!" There was, in fact, a loud
knocking in the house, and the maids congregated in
the hall. The noise came from the upper story; so Use
hastened upstairs, and, on opening the door to her

room, found the Professor, in his shirt sleeves, working
in the cupboard with various tools he had obtained

from the carpenter.

He

received her, laughing, and

was nailing the
cupboard boards tighter. This was right, but he had
The manuscript was not
first broken through them.
there, and nothing was to be seen but an empty space
and a few bits of mortar. There was, however, one inexplicable thing, which might be a trace of the manuscript
a small bit of blue cloth rag; how that had
come into the wall was a riddle. On further examination, it appeared that it was not colored with indigo;
therefore, probably, it had existed previous to the incalled out, to tranquilize her, that he

—

troduction of that color into civilization.

Whether

a

mouse, in her motherly care, had deposited it there as
an ornament to her bed, and at the same time for food
in a desperate case of necessity, could not be ascertained, as at present these folk seem to have no traditions of the past, and the individual had probably
been eaten some centuries ago by an ancestor of one
of our cats.
This discovery might have given confidence to the
friends, for there were now two places where the treasure was not.

But there

the nature of men.

Even

is

much

that

is

illogical in

the Doctor inclined

now

to

the Professor's opinion, that the manuscript was per-

haps not concealed in the house; nay, that it might
even be at a distance from the place.
Such was the state of the matter when the Sovereign's packet arrived.
The friends were occupied
many hours with the trunks, and examined the records
carefully.
They found much that would be valuable
for the history of the district, but nothing that led to
the manuscript. At last, the Professor raised from the
bottom of one of the trunks a thick bundle of reports, on
sheets sewed together, which had been sent by the officials of Bielstein to the Government.
Among them

the student's chest," cried the Professor,

is

the color rising to his cheeks, while he held out the

document to his friend.
"Remarkable!" said the Doctor. "It

is

impossible

that this coincidence can be accidental."
" The student's chest was no will o' the wisp," cried

the Professor to his wife, in her room;

"here

is

the

confirmation."

"Where
"That

is

the chest?" inquired Use, skeptically.

just

is

what we do not know," replied the
" Here is a new scent, indistinct,

Professor, laughing.

and

in a

new

direction; but

vanished parchment."

it

The

may

lead shortly to the

friends

eagerly to the bundle of records.

hastened back

"Old books!"

ex-

claimed the Doctor; "the house was a hunting castle;
a generation before this letter was written, the estate

came

first

into the possession of this princely family;

not probable that they themselves, in their short
hunting visits, should have collected books there."

it

is

"Old books!" exclaimed

also the Professor; "it

is

may be
may also

possible that hunting journals and accounts

meant; but
contain

it is

not impossible that the chest

some few things

astery. Use,

where

is

of the property of the

Sovereign called Solitude?"
Use knew nothing of such a
"It

himself

is

mon-

the old castle belonging to your
castle.

a fortunate coincidence that the Sovereign

may

give us an opportunity of obtaining more

accurate information."

"Ah, you poor men!" said Use, through the door,
"Now you are far worse than before; as
long as the treasure was still supposed to be in our
house, my father at least could keep a good look out;
but now, it is in a chest far away in the wide world,
and no one knows anything even of the house to which
pityingly.

it

is

may have been carried."
The friends laughed again.

"Your

father's

house

not on that account less under suspicion," said her

husband, consolingly.

The Professor

sent back the contents of the chest
Royal Council, expressed in his letter his warm
thanks to the Sovereign, and mentioned'that an unto the

made him verj' desirous of obtaining
make personal investigations.

certain trace

mission to

per-

The letter had the desired result for both parties.
The Sovereign had the satisfaction, which is pleasing

THE OPEN
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earthly

to

appearing

masters, of

to

confer a favor

while he was seeking one.
The Professor was jo3'fully surprised when he received from the Council in the name of the Sovereign

COURT.

should not wish to reside for weeks at a hotel in a foreign city; and, from another point of view, this reception
save both parties the difficulty of offering and re-

will

We

fusing compensation.

remain there as long
we shall go south,

shall

a letter promising to promote his investigations in
every way, and making the following proposal; The

as

Sovereign wished his cabinet of antiquities to be examined by a scientific authority, and there was no one
to whom he would more willingly trust this task than
to the Professor. He knew well how valuable to others

journey a few weeks."

was the work of so learned a man, but he hoped that

arranged as comfortably as possible. Dinner will be
served at the pavilion at whatever hour the Professor

might appear of sufficient importance
spend a few weeks upon it.
At the same time the Chamberlain wrote, by desire
of his gracious master, that the Sovereign would be
delighted if the Professor would accept the hospitality
A garden
of the Palace during the time of his stay.
pavilion, which was a pleasant spring-residence, would
be at his disposition. The dwelling was large enough
to receive his family also, and he was commanded to
suggest that there would be plenty of room if the Professor would bring his wife and servants, as the Sovereign did not wish that the learned man should be
deprived of his domestic comforts during his stay.
The beginning of the spring would be the best time
for both parties; and the Chamberlain would be dehis

to

collection

him

to

is

indispensably necessar}'; then

we

as far as

When

can.

It is, after all,

"See

ence of the Marshal:

to

it

it

in pres-

that the pavilion

is

""

That

is

understood," said the Sovereign; he has

the privilege of a stranger, and will occasionally be invited to small dinners."
" But the Professor's wife?" asked the Marshal.
" Ah!" said the Sovereign, " the wife. It is true, she

comes with him."
" Then," continued the Marshal, " there is to be
dinner for two at the pavilion; apartments for two, and
a room for a lackey without livery."
" That is enough," said the Sovereign; " for the
rest,

we

shall see.

If

the Professor's wife visits our

woman.

leave the rest to the Princess."

Professor hastened with flying steps to his

and laid the letter in her lap. " Here, read what
endangers our journey into foreign lands. It will enBut I
gross the greatest part of our traveling time.
must accept the invitation; for any prospect, even the
most distant, of obtaining the manuscript compels me

the

wishes."
" And what position does your Highness intend the
strangers shall occupy at Court?" inquired the Marshal.

ladies,

The

off

the Professor's letter of acceptance arrived,

the Chamberlain informed the Sovereign of

lighted to do the honors of the capital to his country-

wife,

only putting

I

assume they

"What

people."
" As one

We will

the history of these strangers?" asked

is

Marshal

the

will return the civility.

of

"

the Chamberlain.

knows people

in a

You know

the

strange city," replied

to stake

the Chamberlain.
" But you arranged their coming?"
" I only wrote according to the Sovereign's orders.

hope.

The Professor

honorable invitation for you," she continued, seriously;

tiously.

much that a man will only sacrifice for a great
Will you accompany me on this chase? You
see, the kind people have thought of everything."
"la guest of our Sovereign!" exclaimed Use, reading the letter. " Never should I have dreamt of such
an honor. What will my father say of it! It is a very
" and you must at all events accept it. As for me, I
think it may be best for me to remain here."
" Why should we be separated for weeks?
it would
be the first time."
" Send me to my father meanwhile."
" Does not that come to the same thing?" asked

—

the Professor.

"What shall I do among these, strangers?" continued Use, anxiously.
"Nonsense," replied the Professor. "Have you any
reason to give?" and he looked at her, discomposed.
"

I

"

Then decide at

cannot say that

ably feel more free

I

have," replied Use.

once, and come.

if

we could

live as

liked;

"Yet the Sovereign made a point of her coming."
"Did that strike you?" asked the Chamberlain. " I,
for my part, did not remark it. He made it appear as
if it were a matter of indifference to him; and, furthermore, she is a country-woman of his."
"You know that the Sovereign would be the last
to infringe the rules of the Court. There is no reason
for anxiety."

" At
tion.

but

I

all

I

events, the Princess

must maintain her

hear this Professor's wife

is

posi-

considered

a

beauty?"
"

We should probwe

is a learned man of reputation, and a
thorough gentleman."
"But what has his wife to do here."
The Chamberlain shrugged his shoulders. " He
could not be got without his wife," he replied, cau-

I

believe she

is

also a

woman

replied the Chamberlain.
(To be continued.)

of

high character,"

THE OPEN
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FORMER CONTRIBUTIONS TO "THE OPEN COURT."
MORRISON

I.

GEORG VOX GIZVCKI.

SWIFT.

In No. 23 Morrison I. Swift makes a vigorous appeal to the
churches that they become actively interested in what is generally
knpwn as "The Social Problem," and that they take the lead in
Christianizing the people after the manner practiced by Jesus in
Judea and by his disciples, as related in the New Testament. Mr.
Swift's language

tarianism, and

He

reverent.

is

is

clear, eloquent,

pervaded by an ideal humani-

not only respectful to the clergy but even

In Nos. 25 and 26 is presented a very scientilic article enti" Determinism versus Indeterminism," by Georg Von
tled

may

Professor of Philosophy at the University of Berlin.

Gizycki,

This

answer to Professor William James of Harvard Uniwho, in a lecture published in the Unitarian Rcvie-v, had
maintained the doctrine of indeterminism.
The whole inquiry
in

is

versity,

Freedom of the

relates to the

plained
"

thinks the opportunities of the present and the

future are in the hands of the churches, and that the clergy

The

which

question whether the actions of the will are

act in conformity to a law, admits of only

yes and

he says, " where the church has the allegiance
of so large a portion of the people, where it represents a large
proportion of the specially organized moral forces of the land,
where finally its material resources are almost unlimited and the
money power of the country is its friend and supporter, it would
be possible for the church to bring about the reform that is needed,
with little difficulty, if it desired to do so." Here Mr. Swift is
confronted with the important objection that should the church
take the lead in the social revolution or even in social reformation so far as "to establish such fair distribution of the products
of human industry that superabundance and luxury will not
exist," the " money power ol the country" would cease to be its
" friend and supporter" and the clergy might cease to be a priesthood. He presents the difficulty thus: " It is said by some that
the pulpit will not go much beyond those who maintain it. This

called Determinism ; that

this country,"

is to acknowledge that the opinions of the clergy are to-day
bought and paid for, just as lawyers are hired and legislators sent
to uphold the ideas of their constituency." Notwithstanding this
difficulty, Mr. Swift sees " a slumbering lion in the Christian
ministry, which will, ere long, awaken and put forth its formidable powers for the poor and the oppressed."

W.

Mr.

W.

GUNNING.

D.

D. Gunning's essay
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in
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I,

is

a

humorous, half serious lay sermon, sending shafts
Katzenjammer is a
of light into the dark recesses of the mind.
German word, which means cat-sickness, and denotes a malady of
body and mind which results from night-life. The owl, the nighthawk, the whip-poor-will and all the felines are night-prowlers.
Men also have gone astray with the cats and become nocturnal;
even Socrates, with all his virtues was somewhat addicted to Katzenjammer. Katzenjammer was a large factor in the decline of
Athens and the chief factor in the fall of Rome. What a Katzenjammer's-band was that of Cataline! What Katzenjammer was that
of Nero fiddling in the light of burning Rome! Struggle for life
sprightly, half

drove one member of a certain family higher into the air,
and another into the ground. The sun-seeker gained in eye and
brain, the earth-burrower lost its eyes and retained only brain

enough to guide it through the ground. Such are the fates of the
mole and the bat. Igdrasil the tree of life has been pushing its
human fruit inward to the shade. We want a peripheral humanity
lit by beams of science and sweetened and mellowed by active rays
of the sun of righteousness.
E. p.

The American scholar, E.

POWELL.

on "Language" in Nos. 24 and 26. He maintains that language, as a
means of communication, is possessed by all the animal creation,
even down to the lowest in the scale of being; that all communicate with one another; that all of them have a language to
P. Powell, gives his views

express their wants and especially to express hunger.

This

lies

at the root of the principle of evolution, because "organic devel-

opment

is

necessitated in the direction of organic

— to speak."

power

to express

and the terms are thus ex-

Will,

:

lead the van of social progress instead of trailing along behind
the baggage wagons, as they have so long been contented to do.

"In

Ill

phenomena

two answers

no.

The philosophic theory which

holds that they do, has been

which says they do not

is

known

as

Indeterminism^

The argument, which
and

some

in

parts of

human

that the

actions are

it

will

(/<;/e;-/«/H(?rf

is

deeply philosophical

throughout,

upon the theory
is under the control of law, and that its
by necessity that Freedom of the Willis
a demonstration, proceeds

;

never an accident, nor the offspring of caprice; that the reformation of an evil-doer is made by surrounding him with conditions

whose laws

will

compel

his will to act in the right wa}-.
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sented in this series of articles the results of the

most recent investigation into this department of
Life.
Every phenomenon that the improved
methods of microscopic research have shown to be
indicative of an exercise of intelligence, will, or
feeling in these minute beings is fully discussed
and analyzed. M. Binet has added much by these
articles to the psychology of the microscopic world;
he has opposed many theories, confirmed others,
and advanced many conclusions of his own. — The
articles have been translated from the Revue Philosophique^ and the original cuts procured from the

publishers.
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timely word atout a remarkable and encouraging progress in the development of human kind.
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